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1.2.6 Refueling Operation 

Any operation involving movement of core components when there is fuel 
in the containment vessel and the pressure vessel head is unbolted or 
removed.  

1.2.7 Operating Basis Earthquake.  

The-operating basis earthquake is that earthquake which involves a ground 
acceleration of 0.10 g horizontally and 0.067 g vertically.  

1.2.8 Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

The safe shutdown earthquake-is that earthquake which involves a ground 
acceleration of 0.20.g horizontally and 0.133 g vertically.  

1.3 OPERABLE - OPERABILITY 

A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall'be OPERABLE-or have 
OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its specified function(s). Implicit 
in this definition shall be the assumption-that all necessary attendant instru
mentation, controls, normal and emergency electrical power sources, cooling or 
seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are-required for the 
system, subsystem, train, component or device to -perform its function(s) are also 
capable of performing their related support function(s).  

When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to be inoperable 
soley because its emergency power-source is inoperable, or solely because its normal 
power source is inoperable, it may be considered OPERABLE for the purpose of satisfying 
the requirements of its applicable Limiting Condition for Operation, provided: (1) its 
corresponding normal or emergency power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant 
system(s), subsystem(s), train(s), component(s) and device(s) are OPERABLE, or likewise 
satisfy the requirements of this specification.  

1.4 PROTECTION INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL 

An arrangement of components and modules as required to generate a single protective 
action signal when required by a plant condition. A channel loses its identity where 
single action signals are combined.  

1.5 DEGREE OF REDUNDANCY 

The difference between the number of operable channels and the number of channels 
which when tripped will cause an automatic system trip.  
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6.8. PROCEDURES 

6.8.1 Written procedures and administrative policies shall be 

established, implemented, and maintained that meet or 

exceed the requirements and recommendations of 

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of ANSI N18.7-1976 and Appendix "A" 

of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.33 Rev. 2 dated February, 1978, 

except as provided in 6.8.2 and 6.8.3 below.  

6.8.2 Proposed operating procedures, overall plant operating 

procedures, system descriptions, emergency procedures, fuel 

handling procedures, periodic test procedures, procedures 

for equipment maintenance which may affect nuclear safety, 

annunciator procedures, Fire Protection Program implementa

tion procedures and any other procedures determined by the 

Plant Manager to affect nuclear safety, shall be reviewed 

by the PNSC and approved by the Plant Manager. Prior to 

implementation, proposed changes to these procedures must 

also be reviewed and approved in this manner.  

6.8.3 Temporary changes to procedures of 6.8.2 above may-be made 

provided: 

a. The intent of the original procedure is not altered.  

b. The change is approved by two members of the plant 

management staff, at least one of whom holds a 

Senior Reactor Operator's License.  

c. The change is documented, reviewed by the PNSC and 

approved by the Plant Manager within three weeks .of 

implementation.  
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